Introduction
The parietal lobe, particularly the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) has recently become the focus of a great deal of attention from memory researchers. This interest arose because the PPC is frequently activated in neuroimaging studies of recognition memory despite its more established role in visuo-spatial attention. However, parietal lesions are not historically linked with recognition memory impairment nor do recent neuropsychological investigations specifically examining basic recognition memory following parietal lesion suggest a discernible accuracy impairment memory, despite using tasks quite similar to those shown to activate lateral parietal areas during fMRI research (Ally, Simons, McKeever, Peers, & Budson, 2008; Ciaramelli, Grady, Levine, Ween, & Moscovitch, 2010; Dobbins, Jaeger, Studer, & Simons, 2012; Simons, Peers, Mazuz, Berryhill, & Olson, 2010) .
The inconsistency between the brain imaging and neuropsychological findings has continued to pique interest in the functional significance (if any) of the prominent activations seen in this region during recognition memory judgments.
In considering putative functional roles for the PPC, Wagner, Shannon, Kahn and Buckner (2005) reviewed neuroimaging studies that found PPC activation and noted that while the PPC tends to show an old-new effect (greater activity at retrieval for previously studied materials than previously unstudied materials), it was also sensitive to the subjective feeling of oldness (false alarms evoked more activity than misses), introspective indications of recollection vs. familiarity, and the goals or retrieval orientation of the participant. Following these observations and consideration of the role of the PPC in other research, they suggested three potential functions. First, the PPC could be involved in maintaining or shifting attention to ''internal, mnemonic representations''. Under this account, when a participant retrieves information (presumably within another region, such as the medial temporal lobes (MTL)), the parietal lobe would be needed to move attention from external stimuli, or other memory representations, to this new memory content. Second, the PPC 
